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DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) (aka Touchtone®) signaling has
been built into almost all Amateur Radios for decades and more recently
cellphones, yet most hams do not make use of this powerful data entry
and data exchange capability for their special events. They continue to
use laborious voice directed nets and hand transcribed data. Although
APRS brings an ideal digital communications capability to such
applications, not all volunteers have the more expensive APRS capable
radios. But they all have DTMF!
APRStt has been around since 2001 [ http://aprs.org/aprstt.html ] and used by the author for
several special events, but it has not caught on, even though now HT’s with built in DTMF are
down around $50 each, a fraction of the cost of an APRS radio. To wake things up and give a
worldwide demonstration of the power and practicality of DTMF signaling for data exchange,
the new PSAT2, on orbit since June 2019, has a primary mode for DTMF uplink and
voice/APRS downlink. Although an entire APRStt protocol has been developed for almost any
application that APRS can do, the implementation on PSAT2 consists of two DTMF formats that
are practical in the space environment. One for worldwide position reporting by Grid Square and
the other for sending APRS messages. [ http://aprs.org/psat2.html ]


Figure 1. PSAT2 has Packet, PSK31, SSTV, Voice Synthesis and DTMF transponders.
As you can see in the Concept of Operations Figure 1, PSAT2 carries a number of experiments
for a number of additional modes beyond just simple digipeating. In fact, these other unique
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modes have higher priority compared to digipeating because they are new and different. These
modes are a full duplex PSK31 transponder with HF SSB uplink and UHF FM audio waterfall
downlink. Also included in the downlink audio passband every four minutes is an SSTV image
either from memory or from the live camera if the view appears to be the Earth (ie, not full sun
and not the blackness of space). And importantly for this paper, the first ever DTMF uplink-to-APRS
downlink with Voice user feedback.

PSK31 and SSTV: The PSAT2 PSK31 and SSTV downlink is on 435.350 +/- Doppler using
any UHF FM receiver (SSTV only when PSAT2 is in the Sun). You will see the audio waterfall
with satellite telemetry at around 280 Hz, PSK31 users between 550 to 950 Hz and occasional
SSTV images between 1200 to 2300 Hz. Using SSB uplink on ten meters and UHF FM
downlink, the total Doppler shift of PSK31 users is only about 1 Hz per second average. On
approaching and receding passes for a user, where Doppler changes very little, conventional
PSK31 decoders can work OK.
Full Duplex, Doppler Corrected Uplink: But for serious two-way contacts, users should
download the special Doppler corrected PSK31 uplink program written by Andy Flowers,
K0XY. It not only adjusts your uplink Doppler automatically so you stay at a fixed location in
the passband, but it also allows you to operate full duplex with your HF uplink for the full
duration of the pass. You can chat with everyone in parallel as fast as you can type!
Download: http://www.frontiernet.net/~aflowers/dopplerpsk/dopplerpsk.html
Packet Digipeater: PSAT2 becomes the 6th active
APRS digipeater in space. The goal is to have
enough digipeaters so that Ham users around the
world are never more than a few minutes from
position/status reporting and 2-way text messaging
anywhere on Earth. Ten satellites would get close to
users being no more than about 10 minutes from any
next pass. The basis of the packet portion of PSAT2
is the re-packaged Byonics TinyTrack4 APRS
transceiver that we call the SATT4 shown in Figure
2. In addition to digipeating, it does all the normal
packet telemetry, and command and control as well.
Initially, priority is being given to DTMF
experiments and the digipeater is off. For live status
and downlinks, see [ http://aprs.org/sats.html ].
Figure 2. The SATT4 Packet System
APRStt and DTMF: But the real fun and unique experiment is the DTMF uplink, which lets
anyone with almost any inexpensive FM radio participate in the usual APRS style contacts. This
mission is not so much to demonstrate some kind of great idea for satellites, but more so, to
demonstrate to APRS users worldwide the power of DTMF data from-any-radio into the global
APRS-IS (internet system). The DTMF downlink from PSAT2 is visible on this web page:
http://www.aprsat.com/dtmf
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Figure 3. The PSAT2 internal and external views. The camera peeps through a hole in the rail.
Operating Pecularities: PSAT2’s 28 degree inclined elliptical
orbit with apogee at 860 km and low perigee at 300 km means it
never gets higher than 28 degree latitude which makes it difficult
to work in Northern states. But the significant difference is the
footprint between apogee and perigee shown in Figure 4, which
can make a 20 degree or so elevation difference on the horizon.
When apogee circulates to be over the northern hemisphere, then
more northern stations can work it. The apogee goes through a
complete cycle every 34 days.












Pass Timing for Mobiles: Another
interesting thing about the orbit is that it is
almost time synchronous; meaning that a
pass will occur almost the same time every
day (though five minutes later). But then,
an earlier pass will appear 90 minutes or so
earlier every other day. This makes it very
easy to do mobile/portable operations
without any computer once you hear one
pass and remember the offsets.

Figure 4. Footprint sizes



Figure 5. PSAT2’s easy to remember pass times.
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Camera: By default, the HF/UHF PSK31 and
SSTV modes have been enabled from launch and
available to users. During the initial activation, the
camera took some images to file. It has been
sending them down over time. The best earth
photo is shown here. Later, live camera and other
modes were enabled.

Figure 6. One of the best early SSTV camera
images from the Brno University camera.
Mode Status Bits: The 8 bits on the end of every one minute
telemetry packet indicates the status of the various modes.
Normal digipeater operations will show a pattern of x1xx1xx.
But if DTMF is enabled, the DTMF bits are 1101xxxx as
shown here. Generally, PSAT2 will be in DTMF mode with
the digipeater off to keep the DTMF uplink exclusive for
DTMF users on 145.980 MHz.
Figure 7 Default mode Status Bits
Narrowband Uplink Modulation is Required: Unfortunately, PSAT2 uses a low cost off-the
shelf receiver with modern narrowband channelization. This causes distortion on all uplinks that
are not Doppler compensated. Don’t even think about transmitting to PSAT2 with normal USA
model radio not set to narrowband and using 5KHz channel steps except for the center few
seconds as the Doppler passes rapidly through zero offset. Do not transmit otherwise because
PSAT2 will never decode you and you are only jamming others.
Operating Frequencies:
- APRS/DTMF/Voice downlink: 145.825 1200 baud
- APRS digi uplink 145.825 if enabled
- DTMF uplink 145.980 when enabled
- PSK31 Downlink: 435.350 MHz +/- 5 kHz FM (300 mw)
- PSK31 Uplink: 29.4815 MHz PSK31 SSB (25 W and omni vertical typical)
Overall APRS Satellite live Web Page: http://aprs.org/sats.html
APRStt GRID MAP Encoding: The map and table below encodes the 99 grids that have 99%
of the worlds ham population into only 4 DTMF digits by converting the first two letters into two
digits from the 00-99 table. You can see that our Maryland FM19 grid becomes 1819 in DTMF.
A table is also shown below that simplifies finding your grid. Notice that three grids for Indonisa
OI, OJ, and PI appear in the Canada, USA and Central America blocks.
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Other Grids: Due to popular demand for hams
that were left off that map (ie, Hawaii), we can
(with the efforts of WA7MXZ and KB6EBR)
make adjustments. For Hawaii, we have
designated the grid of HI and can distinguish it
from the real HI in Brazil by comparing where
PSAT2 is at the time of the contact and then
correct for it on the DTMF downlink page.

APRStt Callsign Encoding: PSAT2 cleverly
compresses a 6 character call into only 10 digits
following the 4 digit grid noted above. The first six digits
of the call are the matching single keys for the callsign
letters, EG: 924227 for WB4APR. The next 4 digits
encode the 2 bit location of each of the 6 call letters on
each of the 6 keys used. For example, the 6 letters of
WB4APR on the 6 keys are key locations 120112. Since each location is between 0 and 3, they
can be encoded in 2 bits each (powers of 4) and assembled left to right into a 12 bit binary
number. To convert to decimal, take the first 2 bits times 1024, the next 2 bits times 256, the next
2 bits times 64, the next times 16, the next times 4 and the last 2 bits times 1. Then add them up
and get the 4 digit decimal "key code" (1558 in this example).
This 4 digit decimal number we call your callsign key code. For those that are 12-bit-challenged,
Bob Wood WA7MXZ has written an DTMF Callsign Encoder to do this 4 digit number for you.
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For shorter calls, right-pad to 6 with spaces. A space is encoded as the "0" key with the key
location code of 1. The entire Grid and call report adds a "*" at the beginning and a "#" at the
end for the full 16 DTMF key report. See: [ http://aprs.org/PSAT2Translator.html ]
Other than your gridsquare, you only need to memorize the last four digit special code because
your call is simply spelled out with the letters on the keys.
DTMF Robustness: The combined 16 key combination is then stored in the DTMF memory of
the users radio so that it can be transmitted in a single 3 second burst. Since the entire code is self
contained, is always 16 keys, is sent at a standard speed, always begins and ends with known
keys and all keys in-between are decimal only, then any other combinations will be ignored.
Also the usual failure mode of DTMF is duplication of digits or omission of digits which will be
ignored by the mentioned constraints. A successful uplink will be ACK-ed by voice since the
DTMF user cannot see the APRS downlink.
Hints: Since the hardest thing for a DTMF decoder to recognize is two of the same digits in a
row, check your own code. If there are no duplicate digits in a row, then you might be able to
select fast DTMF on your radio. But otherwise, we have found that slower DTMF works best
(100 ms). The most important thing of course is using narrowband FM and tracking Doppler
within a few hundred Hz. Also, the DTMF receiver goes to sleep after 5 minutes of no use. If
you are the first user on your continent, press and hold a key for 3 seconds to wake it up.
DTMF MESSAGES: The DTMF decoder will also accept encoded Messages. Since everything
in ham radio has already been said, we simply stored the top 99 common ham radio messages on
the spacecraft and you select the appropriate message with a two-digit message number (00 to
99). These messages are the standard ARL radiograms plus some other special ones (such as
40,41 and 42 for QSL’s) for this satellite. To send one of these messages in the same 16 key
DTMF memory use either the C or B format. These are 16 key DTMF strings that begin with the
"C" key to indicate a message, and then a 2 digit message number and then a 2 digit modifier
xx, followed by the above encoded CALLSIGN. If the message is an actual ARL Emergency
message, then the modifier should be 99 and the speech will include the word "EMERGENCY".
If the modifer is anything over 90, then it will not say Emergency but will say TEST. If the
modifier is less than 90, then the modifier will only be used if the template for that message has a
blank in it for insertion of the modifier.

DTMFARLRadiogramMessageFormat:

DTMFspecialreversedQSLMessageFormat:

CMMxxCCCCCCXXXX#
Bxx40CCCCCCXXXX#

For messaging it is assumed that you will generally just key in the first 3 digits and then finish
the uplink with the remaining stored callsign from memory. The C format is when you want to
send multiple messages from your callsign. Type in the CMM and then have the rest stored in a
DTMF memory. The B format is when you want to send the same message (such as one of the 3
QSL messages) but easily modify the modifier. In this case, you key in Bxx and then store the
remainder of the message and call in a DTMF memory.
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In either case, the "xx" digits are a numeric modifier that will replace any "__" blank in the
message text. See the Actual Flight list of messages and for background the standard ARL
radiograms and a copy of the Maritime Emergency Codes that are also included.
Making a Contact: When you send your grid and call by DTMF the spacecraft will say "GRID
FM19 from WB4APR, QSO number xx". The QSO number increments with each new station
up to 99 and rolls over. To complete a contact with such a grid, send the QSL message number
40 (or 41,42) with the QSO number xx. The spacecraft will say W3XYZ says message number
40 QSL your QSO number xx, my number is yy" to complete the contact. Of course, an APRS
copy of each of these messages will also come down on the downlink for those with APRS
radios and be captured by the http://www.aprsat.com/dtmf page.
--------------------------------

APRStt General Use

--------------------------------------------

Extrapolation of APRStt and DTMF to other local Applications and Events: The full
APRStt spec has many formats for position reporting and callsigns, all to fit within the 16 key
DTMF memory limit. When data blocks are 4 digits, then full callsigns can be used (10 digits).
When up to 7 digits of data are needed (say Marathon runner numbers), then callsign suffixes
can be used (5 digits). When up to 9 digits of data are needed, then a 3 digit locally assigned
user ID (3 digits) can be used.
Examples of 4 and 6 digit data:
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest mile over a
100 mile square grid area
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest 500’ over a
10 mile square grid area
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest 50’ in a
local event covering a mile (same as GPS)
- XXYY as minutes of Lat/Lon can give 1 mile
precision. See Dayton map at right.
- XXXYYY gives positions to the nearest 500’
over a 100 mile grid area
- XXXYYY gives positions to the nearest 50’ over
a ten mile grid area, (GPS resolution)
- NNNNNc can report a runner code “c” for any marathon runner etc
- MMmS can report Status at any tenth of a mile mark in a Marathon
- TTTSSS can report the troop number and score during a jamboree
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The applications of APRStt are as many and as varied as ham radio itself when there is specific
data that needs to be quickly and accurately reported. And any code can be invented for any
purpose because all local events are local. Once the code is received at the local APRStt engine,
the code is converted to normal APRS packet so that everyone at the event with APRS can see
what is going on, and since the APRS-IS then distributes that data worldwide, there is no limit to
what can be done.
'**************************************************************************|
'***PSAT2listofFLIGHTMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
DTMFmessagesaresentin16keystringsstartingwiththe"C",endingin#
BxxMMCCCCCCkkkk#WhereCCCCCCkkkkareyourcallsignkeysandkeycodeor
CMMxxCCCCCCkkkk#WhereCCCCCCkkkkareyourcallsignkeysandkeycodeand
MMisthemessagenumberbelowandxxisamodifiernumberspokeninplace
of__
Note:WierdspellingsattempttogetthevoiceonPSAT2tosoundbetter

'**************************************************************************|
'*ARLEmergencyStandardMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
01Everyoneissafe,Donotworry.
02IamCominghomeassoonasposseble.
03Inhospetal,Receivingcareandrecovering.
04Onlyslightpropertydamagehere,Donotworry.
05Iammovingtoanewlocation,Willmakecontactthen.
06Willcontactyouassoonaspossible.
07PleasereplybyAmaturRadio.
08Needadditionelradioequipmentforemergencyuse.
09Additionel_radiooperatorsneeded.
10Pleasestandbyforfurtherinformation.
11EstablishAmaturRadiocontacton_meeters.
12Ankchustohearfromyou.
13Medicelemergencysituationegsitshere.
14Situationhereisworseningandbecomingcriticel.
15Pleaseadveyezeyourconditionandwhathelpisneeded.
16Propertydamageisverysignificant.
17REACTcommunicationsareonchannel_.
18Pleasecontactmeassoonasposseble.
19Requesthalthandwelfarereport.
20Temporarilystranded,Willneedsomeassistance.
21SerchandRascueassistanceisneeded.
22Needaccurateinformationonconditionsatyourlocation.
23Reportaccessebilityandbestwaytoreachyourlocation.
24Evacuationofrazidentsfromhereisurgentlyneeded.
25Pleaseadveyezeweatherconditionsatyourlocation.
26Needhelpandcareforevacuationofsickandinjured.
27Hi,ThiswasDoveinspaice,anniverseairE
28Thereare_ofushere.
30MarytimeEmergencyCodenumber_.
31Weareoperatingonemergencypower.
32Weareoperatingonsowlarpower.
33Thisisavoicetest.
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'**************************************************************************|
'*ARLGENERALStandardMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
40QSL,yournumber_,mynumberis%.(%isthenextnumber'CQmsg
41QSL,yourCQnumber_.'CQmsg
42QSL,yourCQnumber_andthanksforthecontact.'CQmsg
43GoNavy,beetArmy!.'''
44NavyBeetsArmyby_.''
45Iam_yearsold.
46Greetingsonyourberthday.'birthdaytobertday
47Gotyourmessagenumber_.
48Iaminschoolgrade_.''
49Celebrating_munthsinspaice.
50GreetingsbyAmaturRadio.'AmateurtoAmatur
51Amhavingawonderfultime.
52Reallyenjoyedvisitingwithyou.
53Receivedyourpackage,Thankyou.
54Manythanksforyourgoodwishes.
55Verydelightedtohearyourgoodnewze.
56Congratulationsonyourworthyachievement.
57Wishwecouldbetwogether.
58Haveawonderfultime,Letusknowwhenyoureturn.
59Congratulationsonthenewarrivel,Hopeallarewell.
60Wishingyouthebest.
61WishingyouhappyholidaysandNewYear.
62Greetingsandbestwishesfortheholidayseason.
63Ourbestwishesarewithyou,Hopeyouwin.
64Arrivedsafelyat_hours.
65Pleasemeetmeonarrivalat_hours.
66DXQSLsareonhandattheQSLBureau.
67Yourmessage_isundelivereble.
68Bestwishesforaspeedyrecovery.
69Welcome,Wehopeyouwillenjoythefunandfellowship.
70CallmeONmycellat_Ohclock.
71Nocellphoneservicehere.
72MyCellphonebatteryisdead.
73GreetingsfromAMSAT,Keepinghamradioinspaicefo_years.
74MyCellphonechargingopportuniteesarelimited.
75Callmycellphoneonthehour.
76MyRadiopowerchargingcapabilitiesarelimited.
77Mynextcontacttimewillbein_minutes.
78Mynextcontacttimeistomorrow.
79Pleasesenditemsnumber_.
80Iamonschedule.
81Imaybedelayedby_hours.
82Imaybedelayedby_days.
83Imaybeearlyerby_hours.
84IMaybeearlyerby_days.
85Imayquitearlyerby_stops.
86Imaygofurtherby_stops.
87Wearecampingandenjoyingitgreatly.
88Sendingloveandkisses!.
89Contactmeonthe_meeterband.
90Thereare_ofushere.
91Celebrating_weeksinspaice.
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